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Abstract:- Multiprocessor system has two or more processors working simultaneously and sharing the same memory.
Nowadays multiprocessors are being widely used due to their high throughput and reliability. It is important to maintain data
consistency in multi-processor systems as different processors may communicate and share the data with each other. In
multiprocessor systems caching plays a vital role. Cache coherence is a major issue in multiprocessor systems. In the present
paper, three direct- mapped caches are designed and to maintain the cache coherence and data consistency among the
processors, MESI protocol is used. The MESI protocol is the invalidation based cache coherence protocol. In this protocol each
cache block can be in one of four states i.e., Modified, Exclusive, Shared and Invalid. In this protocol, whenever a processor
writes into the local cache, all copies of it in other processors are invalidated in order to maintain data consistency and cache
coherence. The cache design is simulated and syn papered using Xilinx ISE 14.7 Simulator and XST Synthesizer
.
Keywords: MESI
Introduction
In recent years multiprocessors are gaining more importance as they have better performance and reliability than single
processor systems. Multiprocessors with shared memory are being used in the today’s computers and researches [1].
Using the single address space the processors can communicate among themselves because address space is shared among
the processors in multiprocessor systems. So, same cache entry exists in other processors as the address is being shared. The
shared memory multiprocessor system architecture is shown in the figure1.1.

Figure 1.1: Shared memory multiprocessor system
Sharing of data among the processors is not a problem during reading operation but it is a serious problem during write
operation. When one processor writes a value to a location that is being shared, the changed value has to be updated to all
caches; otherwise the processors hold different data for the same location which is called as cache coherence problem [2].
Evolution of cache coherence protocols
MI Protocol
It is the basic conventional protocol used for maintaining cache coherence in shared memory multi-processor systems. Each
cache block can be in any one of the two states i.e., modified, invalid.
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Modified: Modified means the data present in the cache line is different from the data present in the main memory. If
the cache block is in modified state then it can perform read and write operation. Whenever a write operation is
performed only one block can be in modified state and the rest should be in invalid state. Invalid: No reading and writing
operations can be performed if the cache block is in invalid state. The cache block is said to be in invalid state if the
required location is not present in the cache.
Advantages of MI Protocol
1) Implementation of the protocol is easier.
2) Number of transient states are less. Disadvantage of MI Protocol
1) There is no difference between shared and modified block.
MSI Protocol
It is the extension to MI Protocol. Each cache block can be in any one of the three states i.e., modified, shared, invalid [4].
a)

Modified: Modified means the data present in the cache line is different from the data present in the main
memory. If the cache block is in modified state then it can perform read and write operation.

b) Shared: The data present in the cache is similar to the data present in the main memory. The same location may be
present in other caches also.
c)

Invalid: No reading
and writing operations can be performed if the cache block is in invalid state. The
cache block is said to be in invalid state if the required location is not present in the cache.

Advantages of MSI Protocol
1) There is a difference between M and S states.
2) As it contains S state multiple copies of block can be present at the same time.
3) S to M transition can be made without reading data from cache.
Disadvantages of MSI Protocol
1) Whenever write request is issued, the state
though it is the only copy present.

changes from S to M and invalidate message is sent e v e n

2) During a read, though there is only one copy present, the block goes to S state.
MESI Protocol
It is an extension to MSI Protocol. Each cache block can be in any one of the four states i.e., modified, exclusive, shared,
invalid [5-6].
a)

Modified: Modified means the data present in the cache line is different from the data present in the main
memory. If the cache block is in modified state then it can perform read and write operation.

b) Exclusive: The data present in the cache line is same as that present in the main memory and it is the only cached copy.
c)

Shared: The data present in the cache is similar to the data present in the main memory. The same location may be
present in other caches also.

d) Invalid: No reading and writing operations can be performed if the cache block is invalid state. The cache block is said
to be in invalid state if the required location is not present in the cache.
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Figure 2.1: Evolution from MI to MSI and MSI to MESI
Entry contains data as well as tag as shown in the figure3.1 below.

Figure 2.2 Cache coherence in multiprocessor systems using MESI protocol
Cache memory
Cache memory is being used in the modern computer systems, to temporarily hold the currently used contents of the main
memory locations. Data present in the cache memory can be accessed in less time than from main memory; therefore cache
memory is faster memory. Cache memory is expensive than main memory even though it is much smaller than main
memory.
Cache entries
Data is transferred between memory and cache in blocks of fixed size, called cache lines. A cache entry is created, when a
cache line is copied from memory to the cache. The cache
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Figure 3.1: Cache entry
Tags are added to the cache entry along with data in order to supply the remaining bits of address, which are used to
differentiate memory locations that are mapped to the same cache block. When the processor wants to read from a location
or write to a location, it first checks for a corresponding entry in the cache. If the location is found in the cache then cache hit
has occurred. If cache hit occurs the processor immediately reads the data from the cache line or writes the data into the
cache line. If the location is not found in the cache, then cache miss has occurred, so it reads the data from main memory and
copies this data into the cache.
Cache performance
To have a good cache performance, a high h i t ratio a n d h i g h s e a r c h speed are required. The cache hit rate
means the number of times hits occurred to the total number of accesses. The possibilities of cache containing memory
addresses that the processor wants needs to be increased. The cache performance will be increased if more number of hits
occur and decrease with more number of misses. A cache hit is said to occur, when the processor requested location is
found in t h e cache entry. A cache miss is said to occur, when the processor requested location is not found in the cache
entry. For a miss, the cache is going to get the data from memory and the data will be placed into the cache, so this takes
more time and hence the performance of cache reduces.
Write policies
When a write operation is performed, the data that was written into the cache need to be copied to the main
memory at some point of time. In cache there are two writing policies. They are write-through and write-back [7].
1. Write-through: In this policy every write to the cache is reflected immediately to main memory.
2. Write-back: In this policy writes are not immediately reflected to main memory. In this whenever a write operation is
performed on cache, it is marked dirty. If the cache line marked dirty is evicted from cache block, the changed data is written
to that particular location in main memory and the dirty bit is made to zero. In this paper write- back mechanism is used.
Operations performed on cache four operations are performed on cache [8]. They are:
1) Read hit
2) Read miss
3) Write hit
4) Write miss
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Read hit
If processor wants to read a value f r o m a location and if that location is found in cache then read hit is said to be
occurred.
Read miss
If processor wants to read a value f r o m a location and if that location is not found in cache then read miss occurs.
Write hit
If processor wants to write a value to a location and if that location is found in cache then write hit is said to be
occurred.
Write miss
If processor wants to write a value to a location and if that location is not found in cache then write miss occurs.
Now the processor writes that value in the main memory and caches that value.
CACHE Design
To the cache the processor sends four input signals, they are cpu_cac_add, cpu_cac_read, cpu_cac_data and cpu_cac_wrt. To the
processor the cache sends three outputs they are cac_cpu_hit, cac_cpu_miss, cac_cpu_data. If the processor requested address
location is not found in cache then the cache sends cac_mem_read, cac_mem_add, cac_mem_data and cac_mem_wrt as inputs to
the memory. After data is fetched from memory, the data is placed in the cache through mem_cac_data signal sent by
the memory to the cache as shown in the figure 3.2 .

Figure 3.2: Architectural view
The memory that is designed in this paper is of 32bytes. Therefore five address bits are required. Eight bytes size
direct mapped cache is designed in this paper
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Simulation results for single cache
Simulation result for read hit
When reset (rst_1) is ‘0’, the cache memory is loaded with the initial values. When rst_1 is ‘1’, the cpu sends read signal
(cpu_cac_read) and address (cpu_cac_add) to the cache. The cpu_cac_add sent by the cpu to cache is “11000”. The cpu_cac_add
is divided into cpu_tag and cpu_index. The MSB 2bits indicate the cpu_tag and the LSB 3bits indicate the cpu_index.
Therefore, cpu_tag is “11” and cpu_index is “000”. In cache at ‘0’ index the value present is 011100000100. The MSB bit
indicates the dirty bit, 10th bit indicates the valid bit, 9th and 8th bits are tag bits(cur_tag), 7 to 0 bits are the data bits. At
20ns the cpu sends the read signal. The cache compare the cpu_tag and cur_tag. As both are matched, the cache sends the hit
(cac_cpu_hit) signal and data(cac_cpu_data) i.e.,00000100 to the cpu.

Figure 4.1.2: Cache read hit
Simulation result for read miss
When reset (rst_1) is ‘0’, the cache memory is loaded with the initial values. When rst_1 is ‘1’, the cpu sends read
signal(cpu_cac_read) and address(cpu_cac_add) to the cache. The cpu_cac_add sent by the cpu to cache is “01101”. The
cpu_cac_add is divided into cpu_tag and cpu_index. The MSB 2bits indicate the cpu_tag and the LSB 3bits indicate the
cpu_index. Therefore, cpu_tag is “01” and cpu_index is “101”. In cache at index 5, the value present is 011000001010. The
MSB bit indicates the dirty bit, 10th bit indicates the valid bit, 9th and 8th bits are tag bits(cur_tag), 7 to 0 bits are the data
bits. At 20ns the cpu sends the read signal. The cache compares the cpu_tag and cur_tag. The cpu_tag is “01” and cur_tag is
“10”. There is a mismatch, therefore cache sends cac_cpu_miss signal to the CPU. The cache reads the data from memory and
place the value in cache. Now the cache contains 010100001110. After placing the value in cache, the cache sends
cac_cpu_hit signal and cac_cpu_data i.e., 00001110 to the cpu.
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Figure 4.1.3: Cache read miss
Simulation results for write hit
When reset (rst_1) is ‘0’, the cache memory is loaded with the initial values. When rst_1 is ‘1’, the cpu sends write signal
(cpu_cac_wrt), data (cpu_cac_data) and address (cpu_cac_add) to the cache. The cpu_cac_add sent by the cpu to cache is
“11000” and cpu_cac_data is “00001000”. The cpu_cac_add is divided into cpu_tag and cpu_index. The MSB 2bits indicate the
cpu_tag and the LSB 3 bits indicate the cpu_index. Therefore, cpu_tag is “11” and cpu_index is “000”. In cache at ‘0’ index the
value present is 011100000100. The MSB bit indicates the dirty bit, 10th bit indicates the valid bit, 9th and 8th bits are

tag bits(cur_tag), 7 to 0 bits are the data bits. At 20ns the cpu sends the write signal and cpu_cac_data. The cache compares
the cpu_tag and cur_tag. As both are matched, the cache sends the hit (cac_cpu_hit) signal and writes the new data into the
cache. Now the cache contains 111100001000. The dirty bit is set to 1 in the cache entry to indicate that the data present in
the cache is modified and different from that present in main memory.

Figure 4.1.4: Cache write hit
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Simulation results for write miss and read hit
When reset (rst_1) is ‘0’, the cache memory is loaded with the initial values. When rst_1 is ‘1’, the cpu sends write
signal(cpu_cac_wrt),data (cpu_cac_data) and address (cpu_cac_add) to the cache. The cpu_cac_add sent by the cpu to cache is
“10000” and cpu_cac_data is “00001000”. The cpu_cac_add is divided into cpu_tag and cpu_index. The MSB 2bits indicate
the cpu_tag and the LSB 3 bits indicate the cpu_index. Therefore, cpu_tag is “10” and cpu_index is “000”. In cache at ‘0’ index
the value present is 011100000100. The MSB bit indicates the dirty bit, 10th bit indicates the valid bit, 9th and 8th bits
are tag bits(cur_tag), 7 to 0 bits are the data bits. At 20ns the cpu sends the write signal and cpu_cac_data. The cache compares
the cpu_tag and cur_tag. There is a mismatch, the cache sends the miss (cac_cpu_miss) signal and writes the new data into the
cache. Now the cache contains
111000001000. The dirty bit is set to 1 in the cache entry to indicate that the data present in the cache is modified and
different from that present in main memory. After 20ns the cpu sends read signal. As the tags matched, the cache sends
cac_cpu_hit signal and cac_cpu_data 00001000 to the cpu.

Figure 4.1.5: Cache write miss and read hit
Simulation result for write back
When reset (rst_1) is ‘0’, the cache memory is loaded with the initial values. When rst_1 is ‘1’, the cpu sends write
signal(cpu_cac_wrt),data (cpu_cac_data) and address (cpu_cac_add) to the cache. The cpu_cac_add sent by the cpu to cache
is “10000” and cpu_cac_data is “00001000”. The cpu_cac_add is divided into cpu_tag and cpu_index. The MSB 2bits indicate the
cpu_tag and the LSB 3 bits indicate the cpu_index. Therefore, cpu_tag is “10” and cpu_index is “000”. In cache at ‘0’ index the
value present is 011100000100. The MSB bit indicates the dirty bit, 10th bit indicates the valid bit, 9th and 8th bits are
tag bits(cur_tag), 7 to 0 bits are the data bits. At 20ns the cpu sends the write signal and cpu_cac_data. The cache compares
the cpu_tag and cur_tag. There is a mismatch, the cache sends the miss (cac_cpu_miss) signal and writes the new data
into the cache. Now the cache contains 111000001000. The dirty bit is set to 1 in the cache entry to indicate that the data
present in the cache is modified and different from that present in main memory. After 12ns the cpu sends read signal and
address. 11000. The tags are not matched so cac_cpu_miss signal is sent to the processor. The controller checks the dirty bit
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before placing a new cache entry. The dirty bit is set to 1 so, the controller writes back the modified data to main memory
and clears the dirty bit. Now new entry is placed and tags got matched so, cac_cpu_hit signal and cac_cpu_data is 00000100 is
sent to the processor.

Figure 4.1.6: Cache write back mechanism
Simulation result for read hit and read miss
When reset (rst_1) is ‘0’, the cache memory is loaded with the initial values. When rst_1 is ‘1’, the cpu sends read
signal(cpu_cac_read and address (cpu_cac_add) to the cache. The cpu_cac_add sent by the cpu to cache is “11000”. The
cpu_cac_add is divided into cpu_tag and cpu_index. The MSB 2bits indicate the cpu_tag and the LSB 3 bits indicate the
cpu_index. Therefore, cpu_tag is “11” and cpu_index is “000”. In cache at ‘0’ index the value present is “011100000100”. The
MSB bit indicates the dirty bit, 10th bit indicates the valid bit, 9th and 8th bits are tag bits(cur_tag), 7 to 0 bits are the data bits.

At 20ns the cpu sends the write signal and cpu_cac_data. The cache compares the cpu_tag and cur_tag. There is a match
,therefore the cache sends the hit (cac_cpu_hit) signal and cac_cpu_data “00000100”.After 10ns the cpu sends cpu_cac_read
and address 01001 to the cache. The cpu_tag is “01” and cur_tag is “10”. There is a mismatch in tags so, cac_cpu_miss signal is
sent to the processor. The data is now read from memory and placed in cache. Now the cache index 1 contains
“010110001000”. Now tags are matched, so cac_cpu_hit signal and cac_cpu_data “10001000” is sent to the cpu.

Figure 4.1.7: Cache read hit and read miss
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Results
Simulation results
Simulation result for local cache read hit
When reset (rst_1) is ‘0’, the cache memories are loaded with the initial values. When rst_1 is ‘1’, the cpu sends read
signal(cpu_cac_read) and address (cpu_cac_add) to the cache. The cpu_cac_add sent by the cpu to cacheA is “00111”. The
cpu_cac_add is divided into cpu_tag_A and cpu_index_A. The MSB 2 bits indicate the cpu_tag and the LSB 3 bits indicate the
cpu_index. Therefore, cpu_tag_A is “00” and cpu_index_A is “111”. In cacheA at index 7, the value present is
“01010000010100”. The MSB 2bits indicate the states,the dirty bit, 10th bit indicates the dirty bit, 9th bit indicates the
valid bit, and 8th and 7th bits indicate the tag bits(cur_tag), 8 to 0 bits are the data bits. At 12ns the cpu sends the
read signal.The cache compares the cpu_tag_A and cur_tag_A. There is a match, therefore the cache sends the hit
(cac_cpu_hit_A) signal and cac_cpu_data_A “00010100” to the cpu.

Figure 5.1: Local cache read hit
Simulation result for local cache read miss
When reset (rst_1) is ‘0’, the cache memories are loaded with the initial values. When rst_1 is ‘1’, the cpu sends read
signal(cpu_cac_read) and address (cpu_cac_add) to the cache. The cpu_cac_add sent by the cpu to cacheA is “10111”. The
cpu_cac_add is divided into cpu_tag_A and cpu_index_A. The MSB 2 bits indicate the cpu_tag and the LSB 3 bits indicate the
cpu_index. Therefore, cpu_tag_A is “10” and cpu_index_A is “111”. In cacheA at index 7, the value present is
“01010000010100”. The MSB 2bits indicate the states,the dirty bit, 10th bit indicates the dirty bit, 9th bit indicates the
valid bit, and 8th and 7th bits indicate the tag bits(cur_tag), 8 to 0 bits are the data bits. At12ns the cpu sends the read
signal.The cache compares the cpu_tag_A and cur_tag_A. There is a mismatch, therefore the cache sends the
miss(cac_cpu_miss_A) signal to the cpu.Now the controller checks whether the address is present in cacheB. The cpu_tag_B
and cur_tag_B are same so, the data is placed in cacheA and both the states are changed to Shared state. The cac_cpu_hit_A and
cac_cpu_data_A “00001001” are sent to the cpu.
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Figure 5.2: RMA, RHB
Simulation result for local cache read miss
When reset (rst_1) is ‘0’, the cache memories are loaded with the initial values. When rst_1 is ‘1’, the cpu sends read
signal(cpu_cac_read) and address (cpu_cac_add) to the cache. The cpu_cac_add sent by the cpu to cacheA is “10110”. The
cpu_cac_add is divided into cpu_tag_A and cpu_index_A. The MSB 2 bits indicate the cpu_tag and the LSB 3 bits indicate the
cpu_index. Therefore, cpu_tag_A is “10” and cpu_index_A is “110”. In cacheA at index 6, the value present is
“01010100000010”. The MSB 2bits indicate the states,the dirty bit, 10th bit indicates the dirty bit, 9th bit indicates the

valid bit, and 8th and 7th bits indicate the tag bits(cur_tag), 8 to 0 bits are the data bits. At 12ns the cpu sends the
read signal.The cache compares the cpu_tag_A and cur_tag_A. There is a mismatch, therefore the cache sends the
miss(cac_cpu_miss_A) signal to the cpu.Now the controller checks whether the address is present in cacheB. The cpu_tag_B
and cur_tag_B are not same so, the controller checks for the address in cacheC. The cpu_tag_C and cur_tag_C are
matched. Now the controller places this value into cacheA and both the cache states are changed to shared. The cac_cpu_hit_A
and cac_cpu_data_A “00011110” are sent to the processor.
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Figure 5.3: RMA, RMB, RHC
Simulation result for local cache read miss
When reset (rst_1) is ‘0’, the cache memories are loaded with the initial values. When rst_1 is ‘1’, the cpu sends read
signal(cpu_cac_read) and address (cpu_cac_add) to the cache. The cpu_cac_add sent by the cpu to cacheA is “01111”. The
cpu_cac_add is divided into cpu_tag_A and cpu_index_A. The MSB 2 bits indicate the cpu_tag and the LSB 3 bits indicate the
cpu_index. Therefore, cpu_tag_A is “01” and cpu_index_A is “111”. In cacheA at index 7, the value present is
“01010000010100”. The MSB 2bits indicate the states,the dirty bit, 10th bit indicates the dirty bit, 9th bit indicates the valid

bit, and 8th and 7th bits indicate the tag bits(cur_tag), 8 to 0 bits are the data bits. At 12ns the cpu sends the read
signal.The cache compares the cpu_tag_A and cur_tag_A. There is a mismatch, therefore the cache sends the
miss(cac_cpu_miss_A) signal to the cpu.Now the controller checks whether the address is present in cacheB. The cpu_tag_B
and cur_tag_B are not same so, the controller checks for the address in cacheC. The cpu_tag_C and cur_tag_C are not
matched. Now the controller searches for the location in main memory. After reading the value from memory,the controller
puts this value in cacheA and the state is changed to exclusive.

Figure 5.4: RMA, RMB, RMC, Reading from memory
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Simulation result for local cache write hit
When reset (rst_1) is ‘0’, the cache memories are loaded with the initial values. When rst_1 is ‘1’, the cpu sends write
signal(cpu_cac_write), data(cpu_cac_data_A) and address (cpu_cac_add) to the cache. The cpu_cac_add sent by the cpu to
cacheA is “11000”. The cpu_cac_add is divided into cpu_tag_A and cpu_index_A. The MSB 2 bits indicate the cpu_tag and the
LSB 3 bits indicate the cpu_index. Therefore, cpu_tag_A is “11” and cpu_index_A is “000”. In cacheA at index 0, the value
present is “01011100000100”. The MSB 2bits indicate the states,the dirty bit, 10th bit indicates the dirty bit, 9th bit
indicates the valid bit, and 8th and 7th bits indicate the tag bits(cur_tag), 8 to 0 bits are the data bits. At 12ns the
cpu sends the write signal and data.The cache compares the cpu_tag_A and cur_tag_A. There is a match, therefore the
cache sends the hit(cac_cpu_hit_A) signal to the cpu. The dirty bit is set to’1’ and state is changed from exclusive to
modified. After writing the data into cache, now at index ‘0’ the value present is “00111100000001”.

Figure 5.5: WHA (Exclusive state)
Simulation result for local cache write hit:
When reset (rst_1) is ‘0’, the cache memories are loaded with the initial values. When rst_1 is ‘1’, the cpu sends write
signal(cpu_cac_write), data(cpu_cac_data_A) and address (cpu_cac_add) to the cache. The cpu_cac_add sent by the cpu to
cacheA is “11100” and cpu_cac_data_A is “00000001”.The cpu_cac_add is divided into cpu_tag_A and cpu_index_A. The MSB 2
bits indicate the cpu_tag and the LSB 3 bits indicate the cpu_index. Therefore, cpu_tag_A is “11” and cpu_index_A is “100”. In
cacheA at index 4, the value present is “10011100000101”. The MSB 2bits indicate the states,the dirty bit, 10th bit indicates
the dirty bit, 9th bit indicates the valid bit, and 8th and 7th bits indicate the tag bits(cur_tag), 8 to 0 bits are the data
bits. At 12ns the cpu sends the write signal and data.The cache compares the cpu_tag_A and cur_tag_A. There is a
match, therefore the cache sends the hit(cac_cpu_hit_A) signal to the cpu. In cacheA the state is shared. As we are
performing write operation to a shared location, the controller checks for the same location in other caches. CacheB also
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contains the same address, therefore controller changes the CacheB state to invalid and cacheA state changed from shared to
modified.Now the cacheA contains “00111100000001”.

Figure 5.6: WHA (Shared state)
Simulation result of cache coherence in multiprocessor systems
The processor A sends address and read signal to cacheA. The tags are matched so, it sends a hit signal(cac_cpu_hit_A) to
the cpuA. After 20ns cpuB sends address and read signal to cacheB. The tags are matched so, it sends a hit
signal(cac_cpu_hit_B) to the cpuB. The processor sends address and write signal to cacheA after 10ns. The tags are matched.
The cacheA state changed from shared to modified and now the controller checks for other caches having the same address.
The cacheB also holds a copy of data for the same address, so the controller changes its state from shared to invalid
and the new data is written back to main memory. After 10ns the processor sends read signal, the tags are not matched so it
reads the data from memory. As the address is present in other caches, the state of cacheC changed to shared. So, now
cacheC reads the modified data.

Figure 5.7: Cache coherence in multiprocessor system
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CONCLUSION
In MESI Protocol whenever, a write operation to a shared location is performed, an invalidate signal is issued by the
cache controller to all those caches containing same address location. Therefore, for every shared location we need to write
back the modified data into main memory. Hence, the numbers of clock cycles required are more. Therefore, a better
technique can be developed to reduce the number of write backs which in turn reduces the number of clock cycles.
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